
When you woke up.

1. A Body Part

2. A Liquid

3. Present Tense Verb

4. A Body Part

5. A Body Part

6. Weapon

7. Expression

8. Verb

9. A Liquid

10. Adjective

11. Adjective

12. Expression

13. Verb

14. A Body Part

15. A Body Part

16. Adjective

17. Verb

18. A Liquid
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When you woke up.

You wake up with blood on your A body part . You look down to see the pillow drenched with

A liquid . You quickly Present tense verb up and looked at the corpse laying beside the bed. The dead

body appears to have mutiple wounds all across his A body part and A body part . They look like

Weapon wounds. You start to Expression and you Verb to the bathroom across the room

to wash up all the A liquid on you face. Walking out of the bathroom, you notice the room around you

looks like a Adjective and Adjective motel. You start to look around and notice all the red stain

along the walls. Expression rises up into your lungs as you gasp and Verb to the door across from

the bed. The door is locked with padlocks and chains. You scream and pound on the door, 'LET ME OUT!' You

peer out into the eye hole and see another eye. You focus your vision and see a A body part being pulled

away. A black A body part holding on the hair released its grip and the Adjective head dropped

onto the ground. You panic and hide in the corner. Insanity pops into your head and you Verb .

A liquid ran from the ceilings and walls. The door next to you opens and you see.....
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